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Introduction:   

Implants have high rate of occurrence of mechanical failures over prolonged periods, one may wonder 

whether those observed fractures actually initiate at the very late stages of the implant life, or whether 

small cracks might develop at rather early stages, while going unnoticed during the usual follow-up 

evaluations. They are only seen and diagnosed when the fractured implant leads to complete loss of the 

prosthesis, and collapse of the rehabilitation procedure. Scanning the surfaces of failed implants, which 

failed (but did not fracture) due to bone loss and implant’s mobility, after prolonged time of use, has 

never been performed so far. Yet, as will be shown in this paper, scanning the surface of retrieved 

implants that had to be removed because of purely biological complications, is likely to contain a wealth 

of new information related to the presence of developing micro-cracks in the structure.  

Purpose:   

The study reports a thorough scanning electron examination of the surface of 100 late failed implants. 

The presence of micro cracks is extensively characterized with regards to their frequency, location on 

the implant, origin and probable failure causes. 

Material and Methods: 

Collection of Implants:  

1.  One hundred implants were collected from four private clinics located in Israel.  



2. All the implants were extracted most likely due to bone loss and/or lack of bone support.  

3. Considered as “failed” implants. Unfortunately, no medical record of the failed dental implants was 

made available, such as implant material, intra-oral location, service years, carried rehabilitation, 

proximity to additional implants or degree of bone loss. 

Implants cleaning:   

The collected implants were covered with debris of bone and organic materials that had to be removed 

in order to perform a complete reliable examination. All implants were cleaned according to a cleaning 

protocol described. 

 

Layers to be removed Chemical Solution Time in solution 

Blood and soft tissues Sodium hypochlorite 3% <10 mins 

Organic layer Acetone 30 mins 

Inorganic layer EDTA 17%` As needed 

Implants Examination:  

All implants were examined for early signs of mechanical failures (e.g. cracks) by using scanning 

electron microscopy.  

For each examined implant, 5 primary properties were evaluated: 

1. Characterization of the implants diameter and length.  

2. Identification of the surface treatment if any. 

3. Presence of defects and their characterization. 

4. Identifications of the defects’ location. 

5. Involvement of embedded foreign particles with the observed defects. 

RESULTS:  

Implants composition type:  

The SEM-EDX analyses indicated that  

1.  89% of the 100 implants were made of titanium alloy Ti–6Al–4V.  

2.  11% of Commercially Pure Titanium. 

Implants surface treatments: 

1.  94% of the implants underwent a specific surface treatment. 

2. 6% of the implants were as machined only. 

Implants surface treatments types: 

1. Titanium plasma spray (TPS) (30%), 

2. Anodizing (1%)  



3. Grit-blasting and etching (50%),  

4. Grit blasting only (9%),  

5. Etching only (4%). 

Defects types: Categorized Based on Length and Appearance of the defect: 62% have defects 

1. Defects that had a length exceeding 0.5mm were defined as “full cracks”.  (34%) 

2. Defects with a length between 25 mm and 100 mm were defined as “crack-like defects” (28%) 

3. The observed defects on the examined commercial implants before implantation and loading, 

were quite abundant, and consisted essentially of craters. 

4. No signs of wear or tool markings, all indicative of a surgical procedure, were observed in the 

vicinity of the defects. It can therefore, be reasonably assumed that the present crack like defects 

and full cracks were in fact generated during the implant’s use.  

5. The observations might indicate that CP-Ti is more prone to developing mechanical damage. 

This may be based on the fact that, for a similar geometry and mastication loads, the relative 

(normalized by yield strength) stress is lower for the stronger Ti alloy as compared to the CP-Ti. 

Defect Location:  

1. A definite correlation exists between the defects location and the defect type. Although most 

defects were observed on the implant’s threads, all the defects that were observed on the 

implant’s neck were full cracks, pointing to the implant’s neck as the potentially preferential site 

for failures. 

Conclusions:  

Mechanically sound dental implants were retrieved because of biological complications. Examination 

of 100 implants’ surfaces and characteristics revealed the following: 

1. About 60% of the examined implants contained crack like defects or full cracks. 

2. Commercially pure Titanium implants were more damaged than Titanium alloy Ti–6Al–4V 

implants. 

3. When surface roughening included grit blasting, the involvement of embedded foreign particles 

was evident, and a strong connection to the defects evolution was seen. 

4. No correlation between the implants’ width and length and defect occurrence or nature was 

identified. 

5. Because biological failures occur firstly, they don’t allow for later mechanical failures of earlier 

in vivo damaged implants. 

6. The present observations suggest that the occurrence of mechanical failures of dental implants 

is likely to increase as the frequency of biological failures that necessitate implant extraction will 

diminish. 



           

           

Authors comments and recommendations: 

1. To encourage dental implant manufacturers and dentists to find ways to reduce “metal 

fatigue”. 

2. The localized structural damage that occurs when a metal is subjected to repeated applied 

loads. 

3. Over time, metal fatigue causes many of the implant-related fractures. 

4. “Embedded particles appear to be linked to the generation of surface defects that evolve into 

full cracks.”  

5. The effect of time and the wear and tear of daily use may also contribute the potential for 

manufacturing flaws to develop into cracks and subsequently lead to the ultimate failure of the 

materials of which they are made. 
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